(54) Title: TRACK ATTACHMENT FOR WHEELED VEHICLE

(57) Abstract: A track attachment (10) for a vehicle includes a pair of idler wheels (20) rotatably supported by a beam (22) on opposing sides of a main drive wheel (16) of the vehicle. The beam is mounted on the axle housing of the main drive wheel. An endless track (46) is supported about the idler wheels (18) and the main drive wheel to follow the common drive path thereof. Supporting the track attachment on a respective axle housing of the vehicle ensures that weight of the vehicle is supported in a stable manner on the endless track while the components of the device are protected on an inner side of the wheel upon which the track attachment is supported.
For two-letter codes and other abbreviations, refer to the "Guidance Notes on Codes and Abbreviations" appearing at the beginning of each regular issue of the PCT Gazette.
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